
  

3. Polariza�on and Berry phase

Budapest, 2017 October 13

●Mo�va�on: prepara�on for charge pumping

●Toy model: Rice-Mele = SSH+subla+ce poten�al

●New theory tool: Wannier states

●Main result: Bulk Polariza�on as a Berry phase (Zak phase)

●Corollaries: Inversion symmetry quan�zes polariza�on
Chiral symmetry quan�zes polariza�on



  

Rice-Mele model: SSH model+subla+ce poten�al.
Breaks chiral & inversion symmetry → ...charge pumping

Toy model:
Rice-Mele = 
SSH+subla+ce 
 poten�al

Used in Chapter 1 to break chiral symmetry



  

Don’t confuse plane wave eigenstates 
with internal space states 

Eigenstates of bulk Hamiltonian: plane waves delocalized over whole la+ce

amplitude of plane wave:

  Fourier transform,
  unit cell single coordinate

Example, Rice-Mele:



  

Wannier states are a set of �ghtly localized basis states 
that span the occupied band

projector to occupied 
subspace



  

Wannier states are obtained by Fourier transform, with 
arbitrary gauge func�on α(k)

gauge func�on α(k) can be used to make 
Wannier func�on �ghtly localized
(1D: can be exponen�ally localized)



  

Wannier center                          ≈posi�on of charge 
= Berry phase of 

obtained by par�al integra�on
j  gauge dependent (bulk polariza�on defned mod 1)∈ℤ

Agrees with intui�ve result



  

Useful numerical tool to calculate Wannier centers is 
Resta’s unitary posi�on operator 

Defni�on:

Respects periodic boundary condi�on
Unitary operator that shiCs momentum

Connec�on to posi�on:

(see discussion in quantum op�cs on “phase operator”)



  

Eigenvalues of the projected unitary posi�on operator 
give the Wannier centers 

projec�on kills unitarity, → eigenstates not orthogonal, except N→ ∞

eigenvalues λ of X
P
 give Wannier centers

W Wilson loop, Φ is Berry phase 



  

Chiral symmetry quan�zes bulk polariza�on

Berry phase of lower band = Berry phase of upper band:



  

Chiral symmetry quan�zes bulk polariza�on

Berry phase of lower band = Berry phase of upper band:

Elementary proper�es of Berry phase: 

Two op�ons: bulk polariza�on 0 or ½ 
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